
TypeThursday’s purpose is to assist individuals 
to grow and develop in the letterform arts.
→→ Each individual who attended an event, who 
contributed their thoughts, who gifted to us  
their projects to discuss, was one more person 
that gave our group strength. Reviewing this 
book, and seeing all these endowments, fills me  
with the belief in the inherent goodness in 
human beings. Thank you to the attendees and 
contributors to TypeThursday for giving me  
such a gift.
→→ Each individual who believed in the mission 
of our group and took the courageous action  
to follow my example was one more person  
that gave TypeThursday strength. These indi-
viduals I can name personally. In New York  
City, the first team members: Julie Thompson, 
Ravi Joshi and Kara Gordon allowed this project 
take root with its potential. Then, the Chapter 
Leads in San Francisco and Los Angeles, Delve 
Withrington and Rachel Elnar, took a large 
gamble to believe in the TypeThursday way.  
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I thank all of you for believing in me and this  
organization. Without all your contributions, 
this group would not be where it is now.
→→ Which leads to this book you are holding 
right now. This book is the culmination of 
the thoughtfulness of expert practitioners in 
the letterform arts; the dedication of three 
regular attendees, who returned to our event 
month after month with work to show, and 
greweach time they returned; The efforts of Julie 
Thompson, Ravi Joshi and Hieu Tran to craft  
this book about the genesis of a cultural insti-
tution we call TypeThursday. 
→→ By reading this book, you are now part of 
TypeThursday. I hope this book fills you with the 
same deep feelings of belonging, appreciation 
and dedication to craft that it does for me. 

march 2017
thomas jockin
founder
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Born in Freiburg, Germany (The Black Forest)

Came to the US in 1991  
as a high school exchange  
student in Lancaster, PA; 
encouraged by his art  
teacher in PA, he focused  
on his painting skills
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Went to SVA in NYC 1992–94
03

Set up his home  
studio on the Lower 
East Side in 1996,  
designed and printed 
many of the band  
and club flyers that 
plastered downtown 
Manhattan in the  
mid-to-late 90’s
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Daughter Ida born in 2006

Returned to NYC full-time in 2013 
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Founded urban  
culture zine,  
Flyer, in 1998;  
which was  
distributed in  
New York and  
San Francisco

06

Lived in Japan  
in 2003
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↓↓  Ida holds the layers of transparency in 
place while Anselm tapes them down. She 
has just returned home from competing  
in a track race.

↑↑  No party like a Freiburg party: Anselm and  
fellow football fans celebrate SC Freiburg at  
Zum Schneider on 7th Street and Avenue C.



anselm is a New York based designer 
and among the first attendees at  
TypeThursday. Since 1996 he has 
worldwide as a full-time and freelance 
designer on projects ranging from  
logo design, motion and interactive, 
consumer branding, and apparel 
brand design. 
→→ While he works on many digital 
design and interface projects, he  
also holds onto the physical work of  
painting and crafting. He has custom-
ized his silkscreen process at home  
to create unique posters which feature 
his type design, lettering, and art-
work. He even designs and silkscreens 
posters for his daughter’s school 
functions. 
→→ He has held onto his home studio 
for over 20 years and strongly  
connects with the Lower East Side’s 
history as “Little Germany,” a neigh-
borhood of German immigrants  
in the 19th century. The building  

that he lives in was built by German  
carpenters. 
→→ Anselm’s most prevalent sources 
of inspiration and perspective come 
from literature and fine art. He is  
a frequent patron of local libraries,  
art galleries, and museums. He main-
tains a strong connection to music 
culture (in fact, both of his parents 
were musicians) and enjoys DJing and 
exploring new genres. 
→→ In his free time, he loves to cook 
vegetarian meals at home with his 
family. His daughter, Ida, herself a 
wildly gifted musician and ambitious 
spirit in her own right, is his biggest 
at-home helper as well as his most 
bona fide critic. 

←←  Anselm shows a sample of the  
“Ruffled Chips” print with alternate 
color combinations.
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↓↓  Anselm showcases his greatest 
hits of silk screened posters.  
All of these feature his original 
type, lettering, and artwork. The  
portrait of his daughter, Ida, is 
a mosaic made up of her most 
often used emojis, with her most 
frequently texted phrases.

↑↑  The transparency of the design 
gets placed on the UV light  
table first. Next, the silkscreen 
with the developer layer will  
be exposed, leaving behind the 
imprint of the design.

←←  Finished copies of the “Ruffled 
Chips” print and the Japanese 
character design. To the left are  
a stack of library books. 
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↙↙  Anselm digs through various 
samples of previous work while 
looking for transparencies.
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←←  A close up of the design and  
ink (here, filling in the orange 
abstract shapes). 

↑↑  Checking the screen to make  
sure the ink is washing off the 
negative space in the design.  
His kitchen cabinets, sink, and 
counter set-up are all custom 
designed for the space. 

↓↓  A screen with a section of the 
Japanese character design  
dries near the open window in  
the office.



→→  Anselm stands outside his local 
community garden, Sixth Street 
and Avenue B. He is holding a 
green bin which they use to drop  
off compost items at the garden.




